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BROMMA FOR APMT’S TANGIER-MED 2 
 

 

Bromma has received a major order consisting of 36 all-electric YSX45E spreaders from Kuenz for 

their delivery of automated stacking cranes to APMT’s Tangier-Med 2 container terminal.  

 

APMT Tangier-Med 2 is a greenfield project. Full operation of the terminal is scheduled for the first 

half of 2019. When completed to full capacity the Tangier-Med 2 terminal will have a capacity of 

five MTEU annually. 
 

“We are delighted to work with Kuenz again. We have over the years worked with Kuenz and 

successfully delivered spreaders to their projects. We are two companies with similar values. I 

expect nothing but a successful project delivery this time as well.” says Vikram Raman, VP 

Bromma EMEA.  

 

Bromma Marketing Director Lars Meurling comments: “The YSX40/45E is by far the most used 

spreader in automated terminals in the world today. The robust design combined with specific 

features required in an automated environment makes these spreaders the best choice for 

automatic stacking cranes”. 

 

 

All-electric spreaders dominate the yard 

More than 90% of the spreaders for RTG, RMG and ASC operation from Bromma today are all-

electric GreenlineTM spreaders.  

Bromma all-electric spreaders are being specified by customers due to their inherent reliability, as 

well as their environmental and economic benefits. Due to fewer service points, lighter weight, and 

the absence of any hydraulics, Bromma all-electric spreaders have higher availability, simplified 



maintenance requirements, require less power, produce fewer emissions, and offer tough 

durability. 

 

 

About Bromma 
 
Bromma is the world leader in crane spreaders. In more than 50 years of continuous operations, 

Bromma has delivered crane spreaders to 500 terminals in 90 nations on 6 continents, and 

Bromma spreaders are in service today at 99 out of the world’s largest 100 container ports. 

Bromma is the industry market leader in ship-to-shore spreaders, mobile harbor crane spreaders, 

and yard crane spreaders. A pioneer in the container handling industry, Bromma is focused on 

lifting the productivity of its customers through more reliable spreaders, and Bromma’s industry-

leading all-electric Greenline™ spreaders and recent Green Zone™ port productivity applications 

such as Roadmap™, Fleet Doctor™ and Work Order™ are part of this continuing effort. 

 
 
Contact Information 
Lars Meurling, Vice-President, Marketing, Bromma, Stockholm, Sweden  

Email: lars.meurling@bromma.com; Phone: +468.620.0900 

Therese Westerudd, Marketing Manager, Bromma, Stockholm, Sweden  
Email: therese.westerudd@bromma.com; Phone: +468.620.0900 

 
 
For Technical Support Related to the Bromma Image Bank 
Vivian Lim; Email: lim.vivian@bromma.com; Phone: +65 65973818 
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